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1. Treatment Plant: Daily operations and maintenance of process analysis
equipment is ongoing along with Jose weed eating and spraying most of treatment
plant grounds. The plant continues to operate well with our ground water sources.
In the very near future we will begin using the lake water again in an attempt to
let our wells shut down and recover before the hot summer months arrive and to
be able to utilize our lake water as it is still available.
2. Distribution System: The system leaks are still down tremendously. Since our
last board meeting we have had only 4 known or reported leaks. I do expect our
numbers of leaks to start rising in the coming hotter months as I have seen this
happen in my years with the district. As the weather gets hotter the characteristics
of the ground, water, piping and demand on the system changes resulting in a
higher number of service line failures.
We are still in the process of pump and motor maintenance at our tank sites
and booster stations along with weed eating and grounds maintenance at those
sites. Weed eating and hydrant maintenance has also begun in preparation of the
fire season.
3. Intake: As mentioned in my last report, intake has and will continue to take a
majority of our time with moving and securing our barge as the water levels
fluctuate. For most of the last 2 weeks, our staff has been removing the extensions
of piping off of the lake and moving the electrical line. At this point we have
removed close to 300ft of piping leaving us with just a day or two of work to
remove the remaining 100 or so feet of piping.
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